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We risk opening ourselves
to be transformed.
Love Gives Everything,
24th General Chapter
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Risk being
transformed
Sister Roxanne Schares,
General Superior
To open ourselves to be transformed
by God is a risk. Yet that is the call
we School Sisters of Notre Dame
recognize in participating in God’s
mission: “to be transformed and to
transform our world, bringing all to
oneness…” (YAS, C 48). But what is
transformation; what is involved?
Real transformation is so much more
than simple change, for it impacts
the whole of our lives and all our
relationships. It is a paschal journey
that involves serious soul work of
individuals and communities and
becomes a way of life that is a matter
of the heart.
The transformative journey leads
us to understanding the heart of
our reality, to exploring our human
hearts, to discovering the heart of
God, God who is love. Experiencing
God’s love, we are impelled into the
heart of the world to respond with the
very love and compassion of God. It
is God’s love that transforms.
How and where to begin? The ways
are countless. This issue of In Mission

offers reflections of transforming
journeys from various parts of the
world. They share experiences of
letting go, of leaving comfort zones,
of engaging in new encounters, of
going to the peripheries, of being in
solidarity, of embracing suffering, of
deepening commitments, of trusting
the power of prayer.
Always, in every journey, there will
be letting go, listening, learning,
growing into and evolving new
relationships of greater mutuality
and respect, relationships of ever
deepening communion.
It is God who gives the grace
and will do the transforming if
only we risk opening ourselves
to be transformed—to receive
and cooperate with the grace and
participate in this work of the heart.
The risk is great, and the choice is
costly for it demands that we let go
and surrender, transcend ourselves,
act and live for God’s mission. To
what profound transformation may
God be inviting us to risk? ●
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Embracing our priorities
Sister Andriana Modelska, Poland (PO)
When the war began in Ukraine, I heard about the
people who were fleeing to protect themselves and
their loved ones, especially children. I had the image
of a small suitcase in my mind for days.
What were the feelings of those forced to flee their
own homes? What would they take with them when
they did not even know where to go? How would it
feel to leave your home, not knowing if or when you
will return or whether your home will still be there?
I looked around my own room, trying to answer the
question of what I would take with me, thanking God
for allowing me to sleep safely in my own bed.
We can complain about having to deal with this new
tragedy when we have not yet recovered from the
pandemic. But can we also read this event as an
invitation from God to reflect on our priorities, on what
gives meaning to life? What is most important to me?
The journey of the refugees to our country has also
become a journey of transformation for us. We had
to leave our comfort zone and realize that we have
much to share with others.

The journey of the refugees to our country has
also become a journey of transformation for us.
We could not leave Jesus, whose face we recognized
in the refugees, behind closed doors. Would our
participation in the Eucharist be credible if we
received God in Communion and rejected him as a
stranger seeking refuge?
Therefore, we have opened the doors of our
communities to receive nearly 60 people, most of
whom are children. We provide them with housing
and food. Others are helping by employing refugees
in our institutions or providing financial aid.
The presence of the refugees from Ukraine among
us is a daily invitation to change. ●

Sister Elżbieta Blok helps a young Ukrainian
refugee with an art project.

Transforming the world
through education
By Sister Teresinha Dorigon, Brazil (ALC)
In 2012, three SSND provinces – Porto Alegre, São
Paulo, Argentina – and the District of Latin America
came together to form the Province of Latin America
and the Caribbean (ALC). Out of this unification
came the formation in 2013 of a network of SSND
Schools in Brazil.
This network comprises 12 schools in different
states: eight private schools for basic education
(two are technical nursing schools) and four public
schools for early childhood education in partnership
with the public sector.
Our context is complicated. Brazil is one of the most
unequal countries in the world (World Inequality
Report 2022). The richest 10% capture 59% of
national income; the poorest take only about 10%.
Inequalities in Brazil are greater than in the USA,
where the richest 10% capture 45%. Add to this
the realities of climate change and the competition
continued on page 4 ...
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Deepening commitment inspired by Laudato Si’
Tim Dewane, Shalom-JPIC Office (CP)
I’ve worked with the School Sisters of Notre Dame
on issues of justice, peace, and integrity of creation
(Shalom) for 24 years now. Since my earliest days,
I recall observing and hearing about sisters caring
for creation in all kinds of wonderful and creative
ways here in the United States and throughout the
international congregation. But to be honest, it did
not seem to be a primary focus of most sisters,
although a general “caring for nature” certainly was.
Over time, however, I’ve witnessed a transformation
take place, particularly since the release (and
embrace) of Pope Francis’ encyclical Laudato Si’
and the General Chapter Statement Love Gives
Everything. This general “caring for nature” I’ve

Living Earth Center, Mankato, Minnesota, USA

Transforming the world, continued from page 3
between schools, forming a network with our model
of collaboration has been a challenge.

We risk innovative responses as educators
in a rapidly changing world ...
From the beginning, our focus has been the SSND
educational vision of empowerment of persons,
quality education, and schools that can sustain
themselves. More recently, we have included
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observed among many sisters has deepened
dramatically into a widespread recognition of the
interconnectedness of all God’s creation and a
dogged determination to act to address the ecological
and humanitarian crisis facing us.

I’ve witnessed a transformation take place,
particularly since the release (and embrace) of
Pope Francis’ encyclical Laudato Si’ and the
General Chapter Direction Love Gives Everything.
With gratitude for God’s gifts of air, soil, water, plants,
animals, and each other, I observe School Sisters
of Notre Dame working ever more purposefully to
live gently upon the earth and sustainably with all
of creation. This is reflected in how they tend their
grounds and manage their gardens. Their thoughtful
use of energy and water. Their commitment to buy
less, reuse, and recycle. And so much more.
For School Sisters of Notre Dame, prayer, community
life, and ministry flow from and into one another. And
SSND’s commitment to care for creation is reflected
throughout … be it at home or in the chapel, in the
kitchen, or out on the roadway, tending the garden,
exploring the forest, in the classroom, the board
room, the statehouse, even at the UN. What was
once a general “caring for nature” has blossomed into
a wide-scale commitment to ecological conversion in
the spirit of Laudato Si’ – for the sake of all God’s
creation. ●

commitments of our SSND 24th General Chapter:
“We risk innovative responses as educators in a
rapidly changing world impacted by globalization and
technology. We educate in collaboration with others
for the dignity of life and the care of all creation.”
With these in mind, we together develop common
solutions and guidelines for all educational units,
fostering the principle of unity in diversity.
Our educational work impacts both the school
community and the local community. Students study,
discuss and then make social interventions in their
continued on page 5 ...

The transformative power of prayer
Ennie and Aleksander Vardijan,
as told to Sister Magda Burger, Slovenia (SI)
Sister Pia, a School Sister of Notre Dame, was sent
to parishes as a catechist where she found families
suffering because they couldn’t have children. Her
prayer for such families has transformed lives, and
she has become the spiritual mother of many. Here
is one such story.
***
For as long as I can remember, I had problems
with my reproductive organs. Numerous surgeries
indicated that conceiving naturally would be difficult.
Yet despite the poor prognosis, we conceived a child
a year after we were married. It was miraculous, but
we were not happy for long; we learned during an
examination that the child had died.

With the support of Sister Pia, known as one
who successfully prays to God for children,
we decided to pray the rosary every day.
Mourning for our daughter, Catherine, lasted
quite some time. Eventually the desire for a child
reawakened. The gynecologist wanted to help with
medication. One day, my husband and I were holding
a box of medicine, we looked at each other and said:
‘“If God does not give us a child in a natural way,
so be it.” We took the box back to the pharmacy.
With the support of Sister Pia, known as one who
successfully prays to God for children, we decided to
pray the rosary every day.

Sister Pia Marc has prayed for
982 children since 1997.

And it happened! Within a month of our decision,
our Anastasia, now 6 years old, announced herself.
A beautiful little girl who is already developing her
relationship with God. As she got older, a desire arose
for another child. My age and the operation for tumors
on my uterus predicted failure. The story repeated
itself. The medicine box was given and returned to
the pharmacy; a month later we conceived Aleksej.
With full confidence in God, despite the first
disappointment, and with the support of Sister Pia,
we now have a wonderful family. ●

Transforming the world,
... continued from page 4
local areas on themes such as human rights,
care for our common home, and respect for
diversity of religion, culture, social position, and
gender.
These shared opportunities for continuous
learning and growing impact and transform
our communities and, in turn, our world. In
this way we are realizing our claim that we are
“transforming the world through education.” ●

Rubem Berta neighborhood learning practical ways to
care for creation. Instituição de Educação Infantil
Me. Teresa, Porto Alegre.
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Hiroshima and Nagasaki: Risking radical forgiveness
by Sister Ruth Mori, Japan (CP)
Sister Ruth Mori, born and raised in Japan, became
an SSND in 1967. She clearly remembers the devastation of the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki. Sister Ruth shared how these events
affected her family and the world in the March 16,
2022, episode of Called to Action, a podcast series
from the Central Pacific (CP) Province.
***
In April 1945, my brother and I went to live with our
grandparents in a village three hours from Hiroshima
to avoid the influences of the war; we were safe on

August 6, but other family members were not. My
parents were injured by the blast and radioactive
fallout; my second youngest sister, Atsuko, was badly
burned over half of her body; and my oldest sister,
Masako, was killed. Masako and her classmates
were working on a community project when the bomb
exploded; we never knew where or how she died.

Healing, peace, reconciliation, and friendship
start with ordinary persons in small things.
By the end of 1945, the bombing had killed an
estimated 140,000 people in Hiroshima, and 74,000
in Nagasaki. Many survivors faced cancer and other
terrible side effects of the radiation.
My youngest sister, Kayoko, was born in December
1945, four months after the atomic bomb. She lost
our mother when she was just 4 years old. In spite
of health problems, as a second-generation atomic
bomb victim, Kayoko is deeply involved in the
movement to ban atomic and hydrogen bombs. I
admire Kayoko and support her spiritually. I am glad
to see her daughter and son helping in her work.

Sister Ruth Mori prays for victims of the atomic
bomb, including family members,
“May the sound of the bell at the Peace Park
be our prayer for world peace and
our trust in human beings.”

Healing, peace, reconciliation, and friendship start
with ordinary persons in small things. In my case,
God blessed me to share my daily reflections on
God’s love, truth, and the beauty of nature for more
than 10 years. They seem to move many people
deeply and were also part of my healing. Suffering
and sadness are inevitable in our human lives, but
I believe God creates us with compassion and love.
Through people’s love and compassion, we can be
healed and have hope for our future. ●

Nor must we forget the atomic bombs dropped on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. “… We cannot allow present
and future generations to lose the memory of what happened.
It is a memory that ensures and encourages the building
of a more fair and fraternal future.”
~ Pope Francis, Fratelli Tutti, 248
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God leads
On October 12, 2020, four sisters, from four parts
of the congregation, arrived in Juba, South Sudan
to begin a new missionary partnership with the
Franciscan Friars in Holy Trinity Parish in Juba and
with the Comboni Missionaries in Old Fangak. Here
they share a few reflections of their experience; full
reflections are available on our website.
***
Ruth Karina Ubillús Agurto (ALC)
It is not by chance that I am in South Sudan. God
led me here. I experience life in Juba as a circular
movement of daily learning, adapting, loving, and
embracing. It takes time to learn how to live in a
new culture. What is needed most is LISTENING,
listening to learn the ways of the people in order to
discover together how to best love one another.…
Love is the transforming agent.
***
Sister M. Dominica Michalke (BY)
I want to focus on the experiences of insecurity,
changes, and surprises in daily life and ministry
here. I am a person who likes to know ahead of time
what is coming, to plan and organize things well.
However, I learned that this is not a reality here. …
The challenge of dealing with this reality called me to
be more patient, invited me often to let go of my way
of thinking or planning, to minimize my expectations,
and to try to understand how people are functioning
in this culture.
***
Sister Rose Ngacha (AF)
For the past year and a half in South Sudan, I have
been teaching Christian religious education and
Kiswahili through the missionary youth movement. I
also work in an orphanage, which brings great joy as
well as challenges.
But our call from You Are Sent is even deeper: “Our
internationality challenges us to witness to unity in
a divided world; to discover unsuspected ways of
sharing what we have, especially with the poor and
marginalized…” This is not an easy task. This has
been possible only through prayer and dialogue…

Sisters Rose, Karina, Teresa, and Dominica
soon after their arrival in Juba.

***
Sister M. Teresa Lipka (PO)
Opening … giving/offering myself
… to fulfill God’s desire
This is key for me.
Silence ... prayer ... reflection ... in between
everyday ministry... challenges...
God guides me through His Word day by day.
It is light for me. It is consolation.…
God is at work in me ... transforming me ...
guiding me to the fullness of life.
I offer myself to the Triune God, to God's people …
God brought me and leads me here...
in South Sudan ... in Old Fangak ...
God is here ... God leads the people here ...
God opens them ...
God transforms them
… and me. ●
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Provincial leadership with the stole, symbol of the new unity and Father Job's early influence in our foundation.

Growing into new relationships
Beginning in February 2022, the Austria-Italy (ÖRIT) and the Czechoslovakian (CE) provinces became affiliated as districts with the Bavarian Province (BY).
***
Bavarian Province
by Sisters M. Monika Schmidt, Sister Annemarie
Bernhard, Sister M. Doris Obermeier, Sister MariaTheresia Knippschild , Council members of the
Bavarian Province
What does it mean to come to a new relationship of
unity that has not existed in the congregation before?
First of all, it means to be engaged in a process
whose outcome is completely open. Secondly, it
demands a letting go of long-established structures.
Quickly it became clear that the familiar governance
structures would have to be rethought because of
civil-legal requirements.
At the same time, the process also means that it
is necessary to strengthen an important legacy of
Mother Theresa, namely, to preserve the unity that
was so important to her.
For us, it is a challenge and a concern to open up,
to look beyond our own provinces, and to dare
something new. On one hand, this involves building
relationships and cultivating them. On the other
hand, personal commitment and consideration
of others are required. Looking at the current
situation in the various countries is just as important
as understanding different cultural realities. The
most difficult tasks are to open our hearts to the
individual sister with her very different cultural and
8 / In M i ssi o n

historical experiences in Europe and to show in the
local encounters how valuable and important each
individual sister is. At the same time, we are aware
of our worldwide responsibility and ask ourselves
what this new relationship means for the whole
congregation.
In all of this, the question in the foreground is: How
will we in this new unity fill our common mission with
life, and at the same time feel a deep connection
with each other? The charism of Mother Theresa
leads us together into the future.
Austria-Italy
by Sister M. Beatrix Mayrhofer, Sister M. Alma
Bonutti, Sister M. Verena Wittibschlager, Council
members of the former Province of Austria-Italy.
We have learned many things in the past years,
but above all confidence, patience, and flexibility.
When we, the Provincial Council for Austria-Italy
with Czechoslovakia in special status, were elected
for a second term in Holy Week 2014, we could not
have guessed how long and challenging this second
term would be. Relatively soon it became clear that
important decisions had to be made with regard to
the future of our units.
After much deliberation, we jointly decided to
transform the Province of Austria-Italy and the
Province of Czechoslovakia into districts. This new
structure would begin with the installation of the
new Bavarian Provincial Council. This date had
to be postponed again and again because of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
continued on page 9 ...

The gift of inner transformation
Sister M. Fidelis Nyúl, Hungary (MG)
Since high school, I have felt a deep longing to go to
Peru and live among the poor. However, I had to wait
20 years for it to become a reality. Finally, on August
15, 2019, it happened.
I will never forget the sensation that filled me when I
was first guided to the so-called “biblioteca” (library).
At the top of a bare and incredibly crowded “hill,”
there was a ramshackle stall, the “bibliotca,” where
some enthusiastic children came up to me, hoping to
get help with their homework, and embraced me with
kind words. As I looked around, I simply thought that
these are the people I came for.
Getting to know the milieu from which the children
came was an incredible experience, and often heartwrenching. It was hard to accept that I could not really
change their circumstances. The most I could/can
do is to love them. Thus, through this ministry, my
understanding of the congregation’s reality widened.
As the “biblioteca” building deteriorated, it became
life-threatening; my intention was to continue in a
new building on a new site in the next school year. I
put all my energy into this. Then, all of a sudden, on
March 16, 2020, Peru had a country-wide lockdown

Growing relationships,
... continued from page 8
Our patience, confidence, and flexibility paid off.
We were able to celebrate the installation – albeit
four years late – on Sunday, February 13, 2022,
the death anniversary of Father Francis Sebastian
Job who had been influential in the formation of the
congregation!
We are certain of Father Job's intercession. It worked
out wonderfully.
Czech Republic
by Sister M. Vojtĕcha Honová, District Leader of
CE, on behalf of the sisters in the Czech Republic.

Sister Fidelis greeting the children
as they enter the “biblioteca.”

due to the COVID-19 pandemic. In the middle of
this uncertainty, I had to return home to Hungary.
Leaving, letting go, broke my heart.
A strict two-week quarantine followed my arrival
back home. Enriched by a retreat and supported
by the memories of being so loved in Peru, I was
able to let go and LISTEN, listen deeply for the new.
My quarantine ended and so did my darkness; the
Easter Vigil celebration became a real feast of the
resurrection for me. ●

We, the Sisters in the Czech Republic, had very
good experiences being in relationship with the
Province of Austria-Italy. We are convinced that this
experience will deepen and continue in the new
affiliation with the Bavarian Province. We see that
this commitment to a new structure is the result of a
long search, accompanied by the question of what is
good for us and for the whole congregation.
For us, the internationality of the congregation has
been put on a broader level. We feel more connected
to the place of our beginnings and to our original
charism.
At the same time, we feel that this step enables us
to move towards a future in which we are together
in search of God's will for us in Europe and for the
whole congregation. ●
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An experience of the Synodal Church
Sister Magdalene (Meg) Umoh, Sierra Leone (AF)
Transformation happens in the ordinary events of
life, in simple smiles, in conversation, in the hello
we say to one another, and in simply being there for
someone. Sitting here on Sunday evening, reflecting
on my involvement in the diocese as a synod
committee member leaves me in awe. Little wonder
Pope Francis called for a “renewed church” and, by
extension, a renewed Meg.
When I received the call from my local bishop to be
part of the synod committee, I told him I needed some
time to process the information. My first reaction
was, “Oh no! Meg, you don't have all the information!
You're too busy! Who are the other members of the

committee?” I quietly asked myself questions that
arose due to fear of the unknown. I had no clear road
map of what was expected of me (us), especially not
knowing who the other members of the committee
were.

... the ability to dialogue
in a respectful way, to listen and
be willing to embrace the opinions of others ...
However, committee meetings were moments
of growth and grace that I will not quickly forget. I
learned a lot about myself as I saw something in
me shift in the way I think and interact with people.
Coming from a Nigerian culture with differing values,
meant that, while I appreciate my own culture, I had
to respectfully share my views, surrender some,
and integrate some with the culture of the people of
Sierra Leone.
I recognized that praying together at every meeting
bonded us well. Graces deepened in me and in
us as a group: the ability to work with people of
diverse cultures and approaches to life, the ability to
dialogue in a respectful way, to listen and be willing
to embrace the opinions of others, and to experience
acceptance and peace. Another significant grace
was staying united in our shared concerns about the
church in a spirit of mutual respect and teamwork.

Sister Meg in her parish work as a spiritual director
to the Legion of Mary.

I am grateful to God for this gift of unity in diversity
that is transforming. ●

In order to “journey together,”
we need to let ourselves be educated
by the Spirit to a truly synodal mentality,
entering with courage and freedom of heart
into a conversion process.
For a Synodal Church:
Communion, Participation and Mission
Preparatory Document
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New levels of partnership

From the 2022 covenanting ceremony in Baltimore, Maryland, USA.

Suzy Blackburn, Director of Associates,
Baltimore, Maryland, USA (AM)
Because others are inspired by the same charism
and spirituality as we, provinces may establish associations by which individuals enter into a special
relationship with our congregation. Essentially spiritual, such associations mutually enrich the associates and the province.
You Are Sent, General Directory 9

staff (often in leadership roles) and boards of
our sponsored ministries. There are at least two
associates on each of the Integral Vision committees,
and associates co-chair the province committees on
Haiti, Immigration Reform, and Climate Change.

We have come to realize that
the transformative journey we share together
impacts not only ourselves but the world.

***
In the Atlantic-Midwest Province (AM), the associate
relationship was instituted in 1987 in Chicago. Over
the years the mutuality articulated in You Are Sent
has evolved in many ways. Personal relationships,
which have always been precious to sisters and
associates, have been enriched by associates
taking a more active role in the mission of the
congregation. We have come to realize that the
transformative journey we share together impacts
not only ourselves but the world.
AM Associates extend the SSND mission of making
one into their ministries, parishes, and volunteer
work in many ways. Associates now serve on the

Associate Patricia Stortz expressed the evolving
relationship in these words: “I see a shift within the
province in how associates are interwoven into the
activities. At first, we were invited to be present at
celebrations, times of prayer, and times of learning –
that is, for keynote presentations. We were not part
of discussions around decisions, and our feedback
was minimal.
“Now associates are on province committees, and
recently we were included in discussions around the
theme of the next General Chapter. We have grown
in mutuality.” And mutuality leads to transformation
for us all – sisters, associates, and the world. ●

There are approximately 1,100 women and men
in a formal association with SSND: Associates, Companions on the Way, and
Missionaries of Mother Theresa. They are found five continents:
South America, North America, Africa, Europe and Asia-Oceania.
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In Mission
School Sisters of Notre Dame
are in mission in 30 countries:
• Argentina • Austria • Belarus • Brazil • Canada •
Czech Republic • England • Germany • Ghana •
Guam • Guatemala • Honduras • Hungary • Italy •
Japan • Kenya • Nepal • Nigeria • Paraguay • Peru
• Poland • Puerto Rico • Romania • Serbia
• Sierra Leone • Slovenia • South Sudan • Sweden •
The Gambia • United States of America

We are sent
in the power of the Spirit
to continue
Christ’s mission,
to proclaim him,
to be transformed and
to transform our world,
bringing all to that oneness
for which
Jesus Christ
was sent.

Celebrating Water Day. Francisco Beltrão, Brazil.

You Are Sent,
Constitution 48

Risk being
transformed
It is God who gives the grace
and will do the transforming
if only we risk opening ourselves
to be transformed
— to receive and cooperate
with the grace and
participate in this work
of the heart.

Generalate of the
School Sisters of Notre Dame
via della Stazione Aurelia, 95
00165 Rome, Italy
Transforming the world through education
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